The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation [CBC] as a public service organization belongs to the Canadian people and operating under the authority of the parliament recognizes this right and supports the claim of the workers of Canada to be represented through their organized trade unions and labour movements on such a radio program. THESE WORDS MARKED the apex of Labour Forum as an effective medium for working-class self activity and opposition to capitalism during the Second World War. The constitution from which they are taken, not only appropriated part of the public broadcasting domain for workers, but also claimed to be furthering "democracy by making articulate the voice of the industrial worker of Canada" and combating "the poisons of privilege, exploitation, prejudice, racial and religious distrust." There is no indication that these statements were ever endorsed by senior CBC officials, but the first series of broadcasts, which premiered on 6 April 1942, became an unqualified success, attracting a national audience of 100,000 with praise from politicians and workers alike. The program succeeded precisely because it opened a space for labour and spoke to its concerns and experiences. Trade union leaders anticipated that it would help to "ensure that the public outside of the union movement know and support the aims and activities of organized labour."
BRAIN TRUST PONDERS beneath flags of the United Nations. Drummond Wren stands between W.E.A. President George Sangster (right) and his airman son. Sangster is an iron moulder by trade. (NAC Canadian Labour Congress Collection), original in Star Weekly, 23 November 1979 , MG28,1103 . these early broadcasts survive, related documentation indicates that the nine programs produced featured WEA academics, predominantly from the University of Toronto. Designed to parallel closely the content of WEA classes, these broadcasts addressed general topics such as inflation, labour history, and labour legislation, presented with the intention of being of use and interest to the working class. Despite die educational project of the WEA, the broadcasts angered certain anti-labour advocates who interpreted them as seditious attacks upon capitalism and the state. Bora Laskin, a WEA lecturer, radio speaker, and future Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, was accused of inciting picket-line violence because he questioned NAC, Summary of previous co-operation between the WEA and the CBC, [1942] , RG 41, Vol. 184, NAC, General Manager of the CBC to J.S.B. MacPherson, K.C., Montréal, 4 January 1938, ibid. the class that is running it" Despite this militant purpose the WEA was non-partisan and prohibited the promotion of any political party. The WEA was not, however, apolitical; its courses in municipal government were designed to urge workers to act "to protect their own interests." Some of the volunteers and staff at the WEA office in Toronto were active socialists or Communists, including Wren Stewart acted as an intermediary, advising Wren to inform the CBC that the broadcasts would reflect the WEA'S full support of the government's wartime economic policy. Wren tactfully accepted this advice but proposed that die broadcasts contain ten percent criticism in addition to ninety percent explanation of the government's "sound economic principles." 27 Nevertheless, Bushnell, who came to the CBC through his experience in private radio, was reluctant, insisting that all of die scripts be examined before approving the show. Bushnell even took exception to the word "Union" in die original title "Union Griir and die show was consequently renamed Labour Forum.
Despite die obvious constraints under which die broadcasts emerged, Wren still had substantial influence in their production. Brock King, whom Wren probably met afan LSR conference held in January of 1941 where King gave die keynote speech on die advancement of socialism in Canada during die war, was hired to write die scripts. The WEA was extensively used as an archive for information, and Wren chaired die on-air discussions. 31 The broadcasts focused on worker discussion and debate of die problems they faced in an effort to "bring to die audience clarification of Labour's policies and the meaning of Labour's cry for an active voice and participation in war production." Specific sectors of industry, such as ship or aircraft building, or regions of die country-including Francophone workers in Montreal -were explored in each broadcast Some episodes were dedicated to examining new government programs and their effect upon workers. The treatment of government policy tended to be one of accommodation, perhaps allowing for numerous attacks upon die ability of capital to meet wartime needs. Themes of managerial inefficiency, profit-gouging, and bad planning ran tiirough virtually all of die broadcasts. The 25 May 1942 Labour Forum on price control cited die WEA'S own survey of corporate profits, exposing twenty companies whose profits jumped 123 percent during die first year of die war. The textile industry, in particular, experienced a doubling of profits despite increased taxes. Allegations were also made diat businesses were abusing depreciation clauses to avoid taxes while simultaneously receiving generous subsidies from die government These criticisms coalesced widùn die series as an oblique, but persistent questioning of die profit system and the class interests it served. Comments by Wren's guests that such businessmen "only considered their own interests" were part of a recurrent anti-capitalist dialogue, setting out the contradictory positions of workers and bosses.
The "interests" of capitalists were occasionally portrayed through short dramatizations as having life-threatening consequences for workers. The broadcast of 13 April, for example, opened and closed with an account of a fatal industrial accident Joe Branson, a shipyard worker and one of Wren's many studio guests, criticized management for installing frivolous solid brass fixtures in the captain's quarters while failing to provide ships under construction with essential safety railings. Furthermore, it was argued that workers' "interests are 100% production in the fastest time for the common purpose of smashing fascism -regardless of whether anyone makes any profit out of it or not" The scene leading up to the worker's death is prolonged, and emotive. Portrayed as the epitome of innocence, the ill-fated worker is young, inexperienced, and fresh from the country. The seasoned worker who brings him to the shipyards to do his part in the fight against fascism is almost fatherly in his concern for the boy. A nameless foreman, scripted only as "voice," is portrayed as criminally negligent for ignoring the safety of the workers. In contrast to management's dangerous ineptitude, Brandon claims that "workers in a factory know just as much about production problems as management itself," justifying demands for greater worker control at the point of production.
Statements proclaiming the ability of workers to assume managerial functions within industrial production were in sharp contrast to the propaganda produced by John Greirson The Labour Forum series was also enthusiastically received by working people from across Canada, provoking a flood of letters ranging from elaborate and typewritten political manifestos to pleas for help scrawled on scraps of paper. Letters came from union as well as non-union workers, both male and female, in a range of blue and white-collar occupations. Self-proclaimed housewives sent well-articulated criticisms and suggestions for the program. Many letters requested anonymity, or arrived unsigned, and some made direct or oblique references to censorship, indicating an awareness among the working class of the sort of constraints on class-based organizations. Most of the letters praised Wren, and/or the WEA, for working on behalf of the working class and struggling to defeat fascism. Support was occasionally followed by requests that went well beyond the bounds of Wren's role and abilities. A worker from Port Arthur, Ontario, perhaps inspired by Wren's exhortation to workers to take it upon themselves to smash bottlenecks in production, asked Wren to help boost output at a northern Ontario pulp mill by arranging an increase in the supply of electricity going to his industry. On a more human scale, a worker in one of Quebec's lumber camps asked for information and assistance in getting a cost of living bonus which had not been paid. The broadcasts also acted as a magnet for working-class discontent with capitalist practices and disenchantment with government propaganda. A farmer in Dunkirk, Saskatchewan wrote to express his disgust with big business and "bourgeoisie" frills produced to satisfy "highly cultivated tastes" at a time when the government was calling for sacrifice. His categorization of the government's propaganda, with its warnings of "too little too late," as hypocritical, paralleled Wren's call for a total war effort. Labour Forum's ongoing criticism of capitalism and the government for not giving enough to win the war of production seemed to find some resonance among the working class.
Some workers seized upon the selfishness of capitalists in undermining the war effort. Many used the language of the WEA broadcasts in calling for "equality of sacrifice.' J. Phillis of Montréal wrote that " [t] hc Boss only takes a war order at a profit, there is nothing patriotic but good business.' Others, such as A. Creighton, from Windsor, Nova Scotia, wanted Labour Forum to "show all Canada that working men and working women are the real victims of the war.' Labour Forum drew out a seething discontent among segments of the working class and cultivated a coherent focus for their anger.
The broadcasts also attracted the attention of several quite articulate radicals. J.S.B. MacDonald, of Albemi British Columbia, submitted a document of five typed pages. Presumably the manifesto of a radical political group which listened to Labour Forum, it equated capitalism with depression and war. His group took a hard line on Keynesianism, proclaiming it to be a device to raise capitalism from the dead and rejected all but "that which gives complete control to the worker." The politics of R.B. Allen, of Calgary, are more easily identified. In his rambling letter to Labour Forum he called for education to dispel the ignorance and lies fostered by the ruling class. Allen posed the rhetorical question of "have we not been kept frightfully stupid about Canada, to say nothing about Russia, and is it not about time we had Communism to distribute some of the old loot?" 50 Whether these radicals really expected Wren to read the letters over the air is not clear. Most seemed to be responding to the questions that Labour Forum, in one way or another, AO, Letter, not signed or dated but within a group of letters pertaining to the first series of broadcasts, ibid. TT»e slogan "too little too late" was a common phrase used in Victory Bond campaigns during the war. Usually the text of the posters extolled the virtues of personal material sacrifice so that all resources could be channelled into the war effort. For examples see Cowan, acting in accordance with CBC policy, augmented the ability of Labour Forum to present a provocative, and more bluntly critical, working-class perspective.
In August 1942 Labour Forum was officially reorganized and expanded to include a formal executive committee comprised of George Burt, UAW-CIO Windsor, Russel Harvey, Toronto District Trades and Labour Council; Drummond Wren; and Andrew Cowan. The direct involvement of organized labour with the broadcasts appeared to be on Wren's terms. The WEA, and their researchers, were still used extensively to provide background information for the broadcasts and the socialist scriptwriter, Brock King, was retained for the second series. Wren was consulted in the selection of the executive members and shared the responsibility for day-to-day operations with Cowan.
Wren's choice of George Burt to represent the Canadian Congress of Labour (CCL) on die executive committee, however, proved to be problematic. Burt had worked closely with Wren since 1937 providing educational services to the UAW through the WEA. His merit and experience made him a competent member of the executive, but his appointment angered more conservative elements of the CCL. Burt rose to leadership in the UAW by defeating the staunch anti-Communist and Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF) supporter, Charles Millard; his victory was secured with the backing of Communists, precipitating factional rifts in die UAW. For the duration of the war Burt sided with the besieged Communist element within die CIO, frequently taking a public stand against the Congress leadership. He was active in the unsuccessful left-wing opposition to the 1940 merger of die CIO with die All Canadian Congress of Labour (ACCL). He also supported die rebellious Ontario Executive, which partially split from the CIO in protest over the appointment of Millard as Sub-Regional Director. Burt's resistance of CCF hegemony in mass-production unionism frequently put him at odds with die leaders of die CCL, who were either social democratic sympathizers or members of die reformist party. The selection of Burt by Wren consequently placed Labour Forum widùn die sectarian struggles which were raging in die CCL and CIO. careful to forewarn the government of these criticisms. Together with the leaders of the TLC and CCL, Wren was undoubtedly attempting to influence the government as it drafted new legislation, knowing that P.C. 5028 was to be replaced. The broadcasts of the second series addressed a wide range of labour-related topics, including the right of workers to elect radical as opposed to responsible leaders and state economic planning and its effects upon the working class. Unions also used Labour Forum to pressure the government on questions of social and labour policy. Arguments in favour of a national minimum wage, and wage parity for men and women as well as workers within the same industry, were put forward and illustrated, with numerous examples of employers exploiting wage differentials to the detriment of the war effort.
Letters sent to the program from workers continued to offer overwhelming support for Labour Forum. One worker wrote:
We were listening to your National Labour Forum broadcast... and it is our frank opinion that it is an opportunity for the suppressed voices of labour to be heard across the dominion. We the labour in Sudbury have no avenue to the press, radio or the theatre, the Company controls all these, nor have we a voice in the production line. The authenticity of the letter from the worker was verified and his allegations were found to be correct, but the damage to the reputation of Labour Forum brought the entire broadcast under closer scrutiny. The general meeting held to discuss the Howe letter revealed a deep rift between the labour Congresses, the WEA, and the CBC over fundamental questions. The veracity of facts originating from non-government sources was debated, as was the tone of criticism which the CBC characterized as slur and innuendo. Pat Conroy argued against Howe's claim that Labour Forum was "derogatory" to Canada's war effort and "that everything was rotten." Conroy countered with the bold assertion that "it is our war and our government... Mr Howe is inclined to think that anything said against his routine is wrong."
The WEA and the Congresses were united in defence of the broadcasts but divided over the question of politics; this involved accusations that Wren was promoting certain unions, such as the United Electrical Workers and the United Automobile Workers. Both of these CIO unions were perceived to be Communistinfluenced and thus a threat to more moderate labour leaders. The TLC and CCL leaders present at the meeting with the CBC refused to support Wren against the accusations of political partisanship, claiming that the "Congresses should not be put on the spot." While resisting much of the CBC's criticism, the Congresses isolated Wren and the WEA by ultimately agreeing that certain broadcasts had gone beyond acceptable limits. Pat Conroy, acting for A.R. Mosher, President of the CCL, asserted that the facts "should be presented in a manner that will be convincing not only to the people whom we are trying to reach, but also pleasing and attractive to those who might ordinarily be regarded as antagonistic."
The pressure from Howe also threatened to sink Cowan's CBC career, but the agile broadcasting bureaucrat had already prepared a plan which would eliminate the WEA, and bring Labour Forum under direct control of the CBC. In assigning blame for any past problems to the WEA, the CBC was insulated from being too closely associated with Labour Forum, maintaining the impression that it was still an independent working-class broadcast. The organizational changes involved "having independent offices and a General Secretary who would be the director of the forum. By paying for both of these CBC would retain the necessary control over the organization." Knowing that he was to be sent overseas, Cowan transformed this independent labour broadcast into little more than a CBC program produced for take." The historical record seems clear on these points but generalizations about each medium within mass culture neglect the possibilities for reformulating working-class collectivity inherent in each emergent technology. Prior to the war workers around the world seized the possibilities that every new medium of mass communication offered. The International Worker-Photographer Movement sprang up in Weimar Germany with the aim of proletarianizing the camera and transforming it into a weapon in the class struggle. In the Netherlands, Filmliga and other bodies organized working-class film screenings and undertook film productions to politicize and radicalize workers. During the inter-war period the Austrian Socialist party engaged, albeit ineffectually, in a struggle to create working-class programming on the state owned radio monopoly.
Closer to home, the Chicago Federation of Labor's own radio station WCFL overcame the resistance to the U.S. Department of Commerce, the indifference of the AFL executive, and the apathy of the CFL executive, and began broadcasting in 1926. The founding of the station was described by its principal supporter, Edward Nockles, CFL secretary, as a "revolutionary action.". Some leftists active during radio's incipient period saw the possibilities of radically transforming radio, while also acknowledging its socially disruptive effects. Bertolt Brecht argued in 1932 that radio could be claimed by workers if it could be made to "receive as well as to transmit... to let the listener speak as well as hear ... to bring him into relationship instead of isolating him." In Brecht's Germany the possibilities for attempting, let alone accomplishing, this transformation of radio were soon eclipsed by the rise of Hitler. The Austrian experience was directed by specialists interested in raising the cultural standards of the working class as audience, not actors, and ended with the fall of the Austrian Socialist Party to Austrian fascism. The force of Brecht's insight ironically found a concrete manifestation in Canada where Drummond Wren was struggling to turn workers into the producers of radio broadcasts. Wren's success, measured in relation to Brecht's project, was ephemeral but almost total. Workers ran the WEA, which initiated the broadcasts, and also sent in letters to be read over the air or used as subject material in the broadcasts. Workers and their representatives appeared as "on air" guests or gathered in union halls to tune in to Labour Forum or met in listening groups to discuss and debate the issues raised in each broadcast. For some, Labour Forum broke the isolation of working and living in remote regions of the country. For others it was an opportunity to share their particular and general experiences with workers across the country. Labour Forum allowed workers to speak as well as listen, to transmit as well as receive, and to forge local and national relationships premised upon their collective identity as a class. Its emergence demonstrates the possibilities within mass culture for articulating working-class identity and opening new sites of resistance.
New sites of resistance are often transformed into new sites of defeat. Labour Forum's disappearance illustrates the need to remain attentive to the established emphasis in working-class history upon leadership and the contradiction and complexities of class politics, capital and the state, particularly the way control over mass culture and communications technology is structured to undercut working-class solidarity. Craig Heron has recently argued that working-class solidarity was reforged through mass culture because "Canadian workers watched newsreels of sit-down strikes in movie houses across the country in the 1930s, and unions 122 later broadcast their own radio shows ..." Lizabeth Cohen argues for the resilience of a distinct working-class/ethic culture in the face of an emergent mass culture in the 1920s and 1930s. She cites the example of the Chicago Federation of Labour's (CFL) radio station, WCFL, to argue that "Radio, probably more than any other medium, contributed to an increasingly universal working-class experience." But by the end of the thirties WCFL was "struggling for survival," eclipsed and marginalized by the consolidation of private radio networks, shunned by the AFL leadership, and reduced to selling advertising space to large corporations interested in reaching "the best paid and most constantly employed working people." Despite the eventual commercialization of WCFL, it remained labourowned and for a brief time offered an alternative broadcasting model and a challenge to the hegemony of the corporate radio networks.
Unfortunately these examples of working-class media alternatives are counter to the dominant trend in the control of mass culture which distances workers from cultural/communications production. Instances when workers have been excluded, or protest has been rendered unknowable beyond the limited number of participants by means of media silence, far outnumber instances of inclusion and exposition. Campbell, the President of Ford, monopolized the local media in an effort to undermine the UAW's struggle for union recognition. George Burt, Regional Director of the UAW, eventually crossed the border and opened his broadcast from a Detroit radio station with "Mr. Campbell isn't going to have the last say." Burt's media victory, while resourceful and clever, nonetheless reveals the extent of labour's exclusion from the communications apparatus in Canada. This exclusion was a direct consequence of labour's failure to secure permanent access to, and a measure of control over, radio broadcasting in Canada during the war. As went Wren, the WEA, and Labour Forum, so too, went a part of the history of the Canadian working class, a part looking to be reclaimed. 
